The Maddie Kate Fund Honors Life, Visits MMC Nurses

Maddie Kate Smart's family celebrated what would have been her 22nd birthday by treating Maddie's MMC care team to birthday cake on Monday, Nov. 25.

Maddie was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia at the age of 20. She lived life to the fullest for just over a year through her love of life, a caring medical team and strong family and friends.

Through their organization The Maddie Kate Fund, the Smart family has raised over $11,000 in Maddie's name to support nurses at MMC. To learn more about The Maddie Kate Fund, to make a gift to support MMC nurses or to share your own story please visit mmc.org/maddiekatefund or contact Maine Medical Center's Oncology Philanthropy Liaison, Eliza Warren Giberson at egiberson@mmc.org.

MaineHealth United Way Campaign Raises $386,000

Colleagues enjoy coffee for a cause during the MaineHealth United Way giving campaign’s Riverfront Coffee event. The campaign concluded in October, raising $386,000 for United Way of Greater Portland. The total donation exceeds the 2019 goal of $350,000.

Thank you to all who contributed this year through pledges, event participation, PTO time and more.

Anniversaries

35 Years
Deborah Bachand, R6
Patricia Macduff, Surgery

30 Years
Sandra Bagwell, Pediatric Critical Care
David Cote, Operating Room
Debra Gray, Printing
Lynn Rowe, Radiology

25 Years
Stephen Kasabian, Administration
Roderick MacLeod Jr, Sterile Processing

20 Years
Ruth Cook, Otolaryngology Audiology

35 Years
Dina Feeney, Perioperative Services
Rebecca Hemphill, Falmouth Primary Care
Antoinette Herbert, Environmental Services
Cherie Thomas, Cardiology

15 Years
David Hall, IT
Elaine Manuel, IT
Misty Stevens, BBCH
Linda Stowe, NICU
Sara Washburn, Quality
Sheryl Wilson, IT

‘Anniversaries’ Continued on Back
Anniversaries
Continued from Front

10 Years
Jill Bale, Nursing Floats
Victoria Boutin, Environmental Services
Megan Croteau, Perioperative Services
David Drapeau, Radiology
Arave Houanche, Nursing Floats
Melanie Hunter P6
Jasmine Lab, Gibson Pavilion
W. Frederick MacFee, Patient Access
Martin Neff, Credential Verification
Jennifer Squires, Hospital Medicine
Julie Trimmer, IT

5 Years
Kristen Adams, Family Birth Center
Deborah Allen, Perioperative Services
Adam Ames, IT
Audrey Bergeron, R6

25 years
Simone Biggs, Environmental Services
Diane Boas, Kids Co-Op
Jeffrey Bouchea, Pharmacy
Jessica Celeste, R9
Melissa Cooledge, REMIS
John Curran, Pharmacy
Sadie Denton, Environmental Services
Michael Duntley, Finance
Teegan French, Pharmacy
Carey Gayton, Urgent Care
Andrea Gerstenberger, Grants Office

20 years
James Griffin, Food Services
Kate Guare, Corporate Communications
Molly Harmon, R5
Erin Healey, Pulmonary Medicine
Sydney Hobart, Quality
Kristin Hughes, Anesthesiology
Karla Hyde, Emergency
Claire Jara, Cardiac Surgery
Felicia Logan, Emergency

30 years
Gordana Markez, Environmental Services
Cassandra McGinnity, Women’s Health
Sandra Mills Bernier, Cardiology
Teryan Murray, R1
Brian Nolan, R9
Mary Jane Norton, Neurosurgery
Cheryl Ouellette, Credential Verification
Amanda Powell, Internal Medicine
Sergey Ryzhov, Research
Danielle Scott, MaineHealth ACO
Markos Sountis, P6
Nathaniel Szendrei, Emergency
Dung Truong, Linen Distribution
Melissa Vickerson, R1
Bethany Winnie, Saco Pediatrics
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When you are leaving
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